
BP PRIME is a trading name of BLACK PEARL SECURITIES LTD (“BP”, “we”, “us”), a company registered in 
England and Wales with company number 08823678 and having its registered o�ice at 28 King Street, 
London, EC2V 8EH, United Kingdom and authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority 
(“FCA”) with Financial Services Register Number 688456.

Risk Warning Notice

This notice is provided to you in compliance with FCA requirements because you are proposing to 
undertake dealings in spread trades and/ or Contracts for Di�erence (“CFDs”) with BP. These contracts 
are a high risk financial product and are not suitable for everyone. It is important that you fully 
understand the risks involved before entering into any transactions with us.

BP is prohibited under its FCA permissions from providing you with investment advice relating to 
investments or possible transactions in investments or from making investment recommendations of 
any kind. We can give you factual market information or information in relation to a transaction about 
which you have enquired and we will inform you of the potential risks involved and how those risks may 
be minimised. It is important that, should you proceed with entering into transactions with us, you 
continue to remain aware of the risks involved and seek your own independent advice.

This notice details information about some of risks associated with these products but cannot explain 
all of the risks nor how such risks relate to your personal circumstances. If you are in any doubt you 
should seek professional advice as it is important that you fully understand the risks involved before 
making a decision to enter into a trading relationship with us.
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Prior to proceeding with the opening of an account for you, we are required to undertake an evaluation 
as to whether it is appropriate for you to trade with us, and to warn you if, on the basis of the 
information you provide to us, such trading is not appropriate. If we believe it is not, we shall warn you 
accordingly. For many, these transactions are not suitable. You should, therefore, consider carefully 
whether they are suitable for you in light of your personal circumstances, financial resources and 
investment objectives.

The decision whether to proceed with the account opening and whether or not you understand the risk 
involved, is entirely yours and you should not engage in this form of trading unless you understand the 
nature of the transaction you are entering into and the true extent of your exposure to the risk of loss.

APPROPRIATENESS
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GEARING AND LEVERAGE

We may ask you for details of your income and liquid savings and investments, together with your 
experience as an investor, however we will not monitor these and it is your responsibility to ascertain 
whether your financial resources are adequate to cover the risks of any trading that you undertake, or 
that the amount of trading funds you have sent us is consistent with that information. In deciding 
whether or not to commence transacting with us, you should consider the following information with 
great care.

When you enter into CFD Margin Trades with us, you risk losing more than the amount (if any) that you 
deposited with us and you may be required to make further payments. This does not apply to a Retail 
Account with Negative Balance Protection.

Each trade that you enter into will generally require you to have su�icient funds available to cover the 
margin requirement. These amounts vary from underlying market to underlying market from which 
any trade you do with us is derived. It will also depend on the size of the transaction. In e�ect, margin 
will usually be a relatively small proportion of the overall value of the spread trade or CFD. This means 
you will be gearing or leveraging up. A comparatively modest deposit or margin may be made in terms 
of the overall contract value, which is described as a highly geared or leveraged account.
As a result of the high degree of gearing and leverage any relatively small movement in price can result 
in a disproportionately dramatic or substantial e�ect on your trade resulting in either a high return and 
profit (movement for you) or substantial losses (movement against you) causing you to lose quickly, 
even resulting in the loss of your entire deposit and to your being exposed to additional losses over and 
above your initial deposit.

You must monitor your open trades closely at all times, as any relatively small price movement may 
result in you being required to immediately deposit substantial additional margin funds and your 
failure to do so may result in the closure of all or any of your trades. You will be liable for all losses or 
deficits incurred.

You should also be aware that under our Customer Terms and Conditions we are entitled to increase 
margin rates on short notice. If we do so, you may be required to deposit additional funds into your 
account to cover the increased margin rates. If you do not do this when required, we shall be entitled to 
close one or more of your trades. It is possible for you to lose more than the level of funds you have 
deposited with us and any negative cash balance as a result of this will be immediately due and payable 
as these spread trades and CFDs are legally enforceable for non retail clients who are not subject to 
Negative Balance Protection.

We are required to hold your money in segregated accounts in accordance with the regulations of FCA, 
but this may not a�ord complete protection.
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Our CFDs and spread trades are not made on any recognised or designated investment exchange. The 
prices and other conditions are set by us, subject to any obligations we have to provide best execution, to 
act reasonably and in accordance with our Customer Terms and Conditions and with our Order Execution 
Policy. Each CFD and spread trade that you open through our trading platform results in you entering a 
contract with us; these contracts can only be closed with us and are not transferrable to any other person.

This means that you may be exposed to the risk of our default. In this unlikely event, we are members of 
the Financial Services Compensation Scheme which, in respect of proven and “eligible claims” arising to 
Retail Clients, provides protection of 100% of up to £85,000 for any claim. Further information about 
compensation arrangements and limits is available from the Financial Services Compensation Scheme, 
www.fscs.org.uk

Where entering into trades and transactions with you, we must do so under a two-way customer 
agreement pursuant to the FCA Conduct of Business rules unless exempted from doing so. You should 
satisfy yourself that dealing is conducted throughout in strict conformity with that customer agreement 
and report to the FCA if you have reason to believe it is not.

CFDS AND SPREAD TRADES ARE OVER THE COUNTER DERIVATIVES

Our CFDs and spread trades do not provide any right to the underlying instruments or, in the case of CFDs 
based on shares, to voting or other shareholder rights.

NO RIGHT TO THE UNDERLYING INVESTMENT INSTRUMENT

We do not provide investment advice relating to investments or possible transactions in investments. We 
are permitted to provide factual market information and information about transaction procedures, 
potential risks involved and how those risks may be minimised, but, any decisions made must be yours.

NO ADVICE

CFDs and spread trades are financial instruments that allow you to speculate on price movements in 
underlying markets. Although the prices at which you trade CFDs and spread trades are set by us, our 
prices are derived from the underlying market. It is important therefore that you understand the risks 
associated with trading in the relevant underlying market because fluctuations in the price of the 
underlying market can a�ect the profitability of your trade.

UNDERLYING MARKET FLUCTUATIONS
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If you have reason to believe that we are not acting in accordance with representations that we have 
made to you, the terms of your customer agreement or the rules of the FCA, you should report the matter 
to the Financial Ombudsman Service, South Quay Plaza, 183 Marsh Wall, London E14 9SR telephone 
number 020 7964 1482.

OMBUDSMAN
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